
Pipeline Signals creates a 
secure environment for our 
engagement with you in 
Google Suite.  Using a 
mixture of Drive and Sheets 
as core apps, we ensure 
that only the following that only the following 
people have access to this 
data:  (a) your organization’s 
designated Program 
Manager & other key 
individuals (b) The Head 
Analyst and Lead PAnalyst and Lead Project 
Analyst of Pipeline Signals 
(c) Your Customer Success 
Manager of Pipeline Signals.

During onboarding we ask 
you to submit key inputs 
to us including: (a) names 
of customer accounts, 
pprospect accounts and 
competitor accounts (b) the 
industries, geographies, job 
titles/roles/functions, size 
or revenue of account 
information (c) unique 
account CRM identifiers 
and (d) the format in which and (d) the format in which 
you want the data delivered 
to you as the output [the 
“Data Uploader”].

Pipeline Signals conducts 
analysis of all inputs and 
provides a Data Uploader 
Google Sheet which is 
completely secure and only 
accessible by the key 
stakeholders listed in 
Step 1.  MoStep 1.  Moreso, based on 
your request and our 
suggestions, access for 
cecertain stakeholders can be 
set to “view only” so that no 
edits or modifications can 
be made to the source 
inputs you provide us.

Your organization will 
receive the Data Uploader 
and upload all signal 
outputs as “CRMoutputs as “CRM Task 
Alerts” directly within your 
CRM.  This task is solely 
conducted by you and your 
CRM is never accessible by 
Pipeline Signals.

At a jointly decided upon 
frequency (usually once per 
month or at most once per 
quarter), the key 
stakeholders between 
Pipeline Signals and your 
oorganization will meet to
discuss the qualitative and 
quantitative impact of the 
signals provided.  During 
this meeting, changes to 
customer accounts, 
pprospect accounts and 
other inputs may be 
requested.
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https://pipelinesignals.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Data-_-Privacy-Overview.pdf



